Trends, Possibilities and Problems in History Writing in Pre-Colonial North East India Economy and Society*

Manorama Sharma

The 13th–18th century has been a period in the historical developments in North East India which has found interest amongst scholars and therefore there exists a lot of published works on this period. However while examining the existing works of history to assess their contribution to the understanding of the existing state of society and economy of the period one faces certain problems. These problems are at the levels of both ideology and technicality. Scholars engaged with the analysis of pre-13th century history of the region had faced, to a greater or lesser degree, the problem of garnering enough reliable sources for historical analysis.¹ This problem is however mitigated to quite an extent for scholars working on the period 13th to 18th century because for this period there are some quite reliable official records in addition to other evidences that are available. For instance the three important monarchies flourishing during this period in the

* This is not a bibliography of all the published and unpublished works on the history of North East India. What is presented here is an attempt to focus on some of the works which indicate some trend of historiographic developments in the context of the subject matter of this seminar — economy and society (13th–18th century).
Brahmaputra valley, in Manipur and in Tripura, produced their own official records which remain important sources for historians for all times to come.

Any trend analysis of the works of this period to determine what is the status of historiography with respect to the integration of the economic and societal aspects of development in the process of history writing must begin with (a) an understanding of what we mean when we use the term trend analysis and (b) the importance of the idea of economy and society in history writing. The term trend very strictly refers to a direction, in which something takes shape, and extending this term to historiography would actually refer to various models or approaches to the study of history and such models or approaches could be many depending upon the ideological preferences of the historians. Some of the established trends or models in the realms of Indian history writing could be identified as the imperialistic, "colonialistic", nationalistic and the gradually evolving reactions to these trends, the most plausible of the reactions coming from those historians who have adopted the Marxian tools of historical analysis. Therefore for "comprehending and explaining the past... we naturally look for models and typologies" and it is this search that leads us on to identify the trends of history writing. Which trend is the most acceptable would definitely depend upon the viability of the interpretation of sources and as R.S. Sharma puts it, on what is seen as the "prime movers of history". It is in this context that the issue of economy and society assumes great importance in history writing. This focus on economy and society does not mean writing segregated social and economic history but to view history as a process where people at all stages of development have organised social and political relations to uphold the requirements of their basic economic life. The various sources available to historians therefore have to be used to arrive at certain generalisations about the existing relations between the forces of production, the relations of production and the resultant civil society institutions. It is basically from this kind of a perspective that an attempt is being made here to assess the existing historical writings in North East India which deal with the period between the 13th and the 18th centuries.

The Ahom kings who ruled in the Brahmaputra Valley for almost six hundred years seem to have been endowed with a very
strong sense of history and so they were particular in getting the important happenings in their reigns recorded by official scribes. These official records called the Buranji provide us very useful information about various aspects of Ahom rule in Assam. The Buranji were originally written in the Ahom language, till about the end of the sixteenth century and from the seventeenth century the Buranji came to be written in Assamese because by that time the Ahom Kings had adopted the Assamese language as their own. These chronicles were official documents with each reigning king appointing his own scribe with instructions to maintain record of all the important happenings of the reign in a chronological manner. Each Buranji therefore can be said to contain a more or less truthful recording of all that happened during a king’s reign and these happenings need not always be related to human actions. Commenting on the nature of the Buranji literature and their historicity Phukan holds the view that the Buranjis written in the Ahom language and the Assamese language buranjis need to closely compared, particularly for linguistic inconsistency, in order to get a correct view of the information available in the Buranjis. There is however no debate over the fact that the Buranjis contain a lot of useful information regarding the socio-political conditions of the time albeit from the rulers’ perception, but this information is available to historians for their interpretation. How historians of the region have used this “store house of knowledge” we shall discuss in a later part of this paper.

In addition to the Buranjis there is one other important written source which can provide historians with information about the society in Assam which is not the rulers’ perspective. This source relates to the period of the growth of the Vaisnava movement in Assam. The reference is to the Katha-guru-carita which is “a late but comprehensive biography of Śankaradeva and his apostles....This biographical literature is of great importance not only with regard to the lives of the saints and the activities of the Vaisnava Order but also as providing much information regarding the political and economic structure of the country and the background of the Śankaradeva movement.” In addition to this major work there are numerous other Guru-caritas or biographical works in Assamese which can always provide interesting material for the discerning historians. These caritas of Śankaradeva and Mādhavadeva have been categorised into two groups by
Maheswar Neog. In the process of classifying he wrote, "I have classified the caritas of Sankaradeva and Madhavadeva into an Early Group and a Later Group." In the Early category Neog included those caritas which, as he says, falls into the "sober and realistic category, not ascribing any miracles to these saints even though apotheocising (sic) them as an article of faith." In the Later category he included those which had elements of miracle and the supernatural. Neog also drew a parallel between the evolution of the Later caritas and the "expansion of the Vaisnava Order over the three states of Assam, Kāmarūpa and Koch-Behar." In this expansion, Neog holds that the caritas also got influenced by the "schisms" that was taking place in the Vaisnava order and the interests of the new Satras that were being established. A very interesting point that Neog makes here is that in the course of all this expansion the Caritas were infiltrated not only by a lot of existing folk lore of the time but also by the "political accounts of Assam as well as religious history from outside Assam." The caritas can therefore provide a lot of information on social and economic conditions of the time and can also be a source of corroboration and sometimes correctives to the information found in some of the Buranjis. But they have to be used critically particularly, what Neog has called the Later Caritas.

Similar to the Buranjì literature is the Rajmala or Sri Rajmala (In 1926–31 K.P. Sen re-wrote the Rajmala and titled it Shrirajmala) of Tripura which is accepted as the state chronicle of Tripura. "Maharaj Dharma-Manikya (A.D. 1431–1462[c]) of Tripura was the pioneer in the Tripura dynasty to commit to writing by competent hands the oral tradition of the history of the Tripura State." His successors continued the practice of recording the events of each ruler every year and thus was composed the Rajmala which contains in it the history of the Tripura Raj. The work which was patronised by subsequent kings runs into several volumes of various dates between 15th to 19th century and as E.F. Sandys writes, "Making every allowance for poetic fancy, Brahminical love of the supernatural and courtly flattery, we have a written record stretching back to the Aryans in the Epic period or 3,000 years ago...." Like the Ahom Kings the kings of Tripura from 15th century onwards employed bards in their courts to record the history of the kingdom and so like the Buranjis the Rajmala also praises the character of the reigning monarchs, but
even while doing this it provides information on various interesting aspects of the state of the society and which could be of great value to historians researching on the society and economy of Tripura of that period. While keeping in mind the fact that the pre-15th century part of the Rajmala is too steeped in myths and legends to be accepted as a very reliable source but the later parts which are contemporary to the writes are more acceptable, albeit critically. For instance the Sri Rajmala has many references to the kings making various land grants, setting up of new villages, and the fact there were no famines during the reigns of certain kings. "King Rajdhar Manikya was noted for his manifold virtues. As such there was no famine during his reign." There is also information like "King Vijay Manikya brought from Dhvaighat a number of traders who were the makers of utensils and settled them at Dhvajnagar." The Rajmala also has interesting references to the organisation of labour by kings and the remuneration of such organised labour force. Despite the fact that the Rajmala needs to be viewed very critically yet it can become, with proper corroboration, a useful source material for historians in the construction of an economic and social history of Tripura.

The other source available to historians for constructing a social and economic history of Tripura is the Krishnamala. Composed between 1790 and 1800 this work records the happenings in Tripura between 1784–1783. It was composed in Bengali verse and is a source of information for Tripura of the period. It could be used both as a point of corroboration for the Rajmala and as an independent source which provides a lot of details about economic organisation of the state (like taxes collected and distributed, natural resources etc.) and the evolving social structure.

The other area of this region which has a similar kind of recorded past is Manipur. As D.R. Syiemlieh states, "researchers on Manipur cannot but go back to Leithak Leikharon, a literary text of the 18th century which was a compendium of myths, legends, genealogy and folklore. From this text has derived two other: Cheitharol Kumbaba and Ninghourol Lambuba." The Cheitharol Kumbaba which is regarded as the royal chronicle of Manipur was "re-written five times on the orders of the kings, during the period from A.D. 1700 to 1830." As in the case of the Rajmala the first sections of the Cheitharol Kumbaba are also steeped in Myths and legends and so historians would have to take note of that. But the
later sections from about the 13th century onwards, recordings become more plausible and contain information, exaggerated at many places no doubt, which can be the starting point for historians for writing on the society and economy of Manipur between the 13th and 18th centuries.

Interestingly the style of recording information about the events of the reigning monarchs in the Cheitharol Kumbaba is very similar to the style of the Buranjis of the Ahom kings. Granting all the historiographic limitations that royal chronicles have, the Cheitharol Kumbaba should remain a very important source material for the discerning historian. For instance it has recordings like “there was great scarcity of food in this [1687–88] year. The Raja himself used to sit in front of the Sanathong gate to distribute paddy to the poor” or in the recordings of the year 1715–16 there is this information: “The prices of paddy became too high, a sangbai (a basket containing 25 seers) of paddy was sold at fourteen annas and six pies (Lishing maree, chamanga) and the price of each slave was 19 maunds of paddy.... The Raja distributed paddy to the poor at the bazar.... The Laifam and Khabam Laloops were introduced in this year....” With this kind of raw data available it is not necessary to detail what possibilities lie here for the historian wishing to integrate the ideas of economy and society in Manipur of the period historically covered by the Cheitharol Kumbaba. Another document which could be both a point of corroboration for the Cheitharol Kumbaba and also an independent source of information is the Loiyamba Shinyen (The 12th Century Constitution). This document, after having been subjected to the due test of the historians criticism of sources, can provide very interesting insights to the social structure in Manipur and also to the existing economic activities and the economic resources of the kingdom. In addition to texts like the ones mentioned above all these kingdoms (Ahom, Tripura and Manipur) also have coins and inscriptions which can always yield a lot of data about the economic organisation of the states.

For most of the societies of the hill areas like the Khasi-Jaintia and Garo societies, the societies of the various Naga tribes, the tribes of Mizoram and the numerous tribes of Arunachal Pradesh there is always a problem of reliable historical evidence for a greater part of their past because these societies have come out of the pre-literate stage only recently. For such societies historians
interested in learning about the economy and society of the period from the 13th to the 18th centuries would have to be very innovative in interpreting oral sources and making careful use of ethnography and anthropological studies. Such exercise coupled with culling information from available sources from the surrounding areas with which these societies must have had economic intercourse would open new frontiers of studies in the society and economy of these areas.

With the kind of written texts mentioned above which are available for historians it was to be expected that the economy and society of many of the areas of North East India would find some analysis in the works of the scholars. This unfortunately has not happened. This has been so mainly because the ideological preferences of the historians, particularly their conceptualisation of the discipline, become crucial when writing history. As we have written elsewhere, the dominant trends of history writing in this region, even today continue to be influenced by the Indian nationalist historiographic ideologies with a very strong bias towards empiricism of the Rankean type. In this kind of historiographic preferences the emphasis is not so much on integrating the processes of socio-economic developments to the understanding of the history of a society but on descriptive narratives where interpretations remain at very superficial levels. Thus even if economic data is used it is not used to analyse the roots of political power or the emergence of new social forces and social structures in the society but merely to enumerate the sources of revenue, natural resources etc. of a society. The concept of an integrated economic history that accepts the view that people "engage in producing or procuring goods and services in order to support themselves; however, the framework within which they engage in such activities is provided by the society and polity they live in," is still to take off in the region as is revealed in most of the history works that exist.

The earliest tradition of history writing that exists in the region was influenced by the imperialist ideology which was introduced by Edward Gait in his History of Assam. Gait, like other imperialist historians, believed that the only change that took place in the history of Assam till the coming of the British was dynastic change. So when he gives an account of the Ahom rule his focus is basically on the reigns of the monarchs and their administration.
If economy is mentioned it is only as a part of an administrative policy and as a description of such measures. Fortunately for the region Gait's imperialist ideology did not have a strong following here because the historians who succeeded him were influenced by the dominant Indian nationalist ideas of the early twentieth century. The only imperialist influence which remained on these historians was the emphasis on dynastic histories. S.K. Bhuyan whose works follow Gait's work (not in ideas *per se* but in chronology) had this dynastic backdrop to his writings but in his works there is a definite leaning towards biographies and also autobiographies. There is no doubt that in his writings on the history of Assam there is ample evidence of the fact that he was much influenced by the dominant empirical traditions of the nineteenth century. But running through all the empiricism there is a recognisable theoretical trend which seems to have escaped the notice of historians. There is an unmistakable Carlylian bent, at times very pronounced, at other times subdued, but the leaning was always there. Bhuyan of course never followed Carlyle to the extent of having a contempt for the common masses but the element of hero worship is very marked in his works. Such a trend of historiography does not focus on the importance of material forces in historical developments but on individuals as being the important forces of change. Thus we find that in his book *Anglo-Assamese Relations*, which basically deals with the relations of Assam with the East India Company between 1771 and 1826 and therefore has a lot of information on the early trade of the British with Assam, the economic information is not really woven into the warp and web of the developing economy and society of the time. For instance Bhuyan begins with a very long and exhaustive introduction where he discusses under different heads various aspects of Ahom rule in Assam. Beginning with a synoptic account of Ahom dynastic changes in Assam he concludes that "the factor which enabled the Ahoms to consolidate their power in Assam and to maintain it for such a long period were mainly their militaristic cult, their highly developed political sense, and their religious toleration, detachment and neutrality." Such a view clearly portrays the ideological preferences of the historian and it is not surprising therefore that after having provided a very detailed narrative of the specific economic relations between the East India Company and the Ahom rulers he concludes that "the
conquest [of Assam] was unpremeditated, and in a way it was forced upon the British who had for many years deliberately refused to assume any control over the affairs of Assam...."40 (A very imperialist way of looking at British expansion no doubt.) The work itself however provides us with a wealth of useful information and a mind, well instructed with the nuances of integrating economy and society, should be able to do wonders with all the information it contains.

In addition to S.K. Bhuyan’s writings on 13th to 18th century Assam there also exist a number of other works on the Ahom monarchy mainly due to the fact that a lot of material is available on the Ahom rule in Assam particularly from sources like the Buranjis. Both in English and the Vernacular (Assamese) there are a number of works which throw light on the status of the Ahom monarchy. Works like those of N.K. Basu, *Assam in the Ahom Age,*41 P. Gogoi’s, *The Tai and the Tai Kingdoms*42 or Lila Gogoi’s, *The Buranjis: Historical Literature of Assam: A critical Survey,*43 contain a lot of insight into the kind of material which can be obtained from the Buranjis. Basu’s work contains a chapter on the economy of the Ahom kingdom where he discusses various important economic aspects of the Ahom state like agriculture and management of land, non-agricultural occupations of the people, and the existing trade and commerce of the time. In the chapter succeeding the one on economy Basu describes the people (i.e. castes and occupation, the ethnic groups, position of women, family system etc.), their religion and the status of education, all under the general heading “Society”.44 These sections of the work are highly informative with data collected from sources like Shihabuddin Talish’s account, accounts left behind by British officers like Francis Buchanan Hamilton, J. M’Cosh and J.P. Wade, Imperial Gazetteers, District Gazetteers and various other British archival sources in addition to a number of secondary sources.45 From the economic information provided by Basu it is quite possible to construct an account of the kind of surpluses generated in the Ahom state and the nature of distribution of that surplus or in a more simple way who got what share of the resources and production of the state. This same exercise can be done even from S.K. Bhuyan’s work mentioned above. In fact a lot of information that Basu gives is taken directly from Bhuyan’s work. An integration of the chapters on Economy and Society in Basu’s work
would definitely provide us with a fair picture of the nature of social stratification in Assam under the Ahom rule and would thus also be able to enlighten us about the true nature of political evolutions in the period. A similar kind of a re-interpretation of P. Gogoi’s work can also be done because he has provided an account of the economy as a part of administrative policy of the Ahoms. Thus, despite the fact that the accounts available in the works of Bhuyan, Basu and Gogoi amongst others remain primarily at the descriptive-narrative level and are therefore not strictly works on an integrated view of economy and society, yet such works can always be the starting point for a historian interested in writing analytical accounts of economy and society of the region.

Another important work which attempts to throw light on the economy and society in Assam during the 13th to the 18th centuries is S.N. Sharma’s *A Socio-Economic and Cultural History of Medieval Assam*. This work of Sarma has a lot of very important information, collected both from Buranjis, Ahom inscriptions and various other contemporary sources. The author himself suggests in the preface to the work that “Chronicles in the form of Buranjis, Rajavamsavalis and the Sattra-vamsavalis supplemented by literature, biographies of religious preachers and inscriptions of the period provide us with sufficient materials to reconstruct the social and cultural life of the people of Assam during the long period of six hundred years.” In a brief review of literature also included in the preface Sarma laments that despite the fact there are available sources most of the existing works have focussed primarily on political histories although there are a few works which contain useful information on economy and society of the times. A close reading of Sarma’s work leaves no one in doubt that he has not only collected a tremendous amount of very important empirical information but has also arranged the data in a very systematic manner. There is information on the ethnic composition of the society, on rural and urban settlements and the institutions and organisations in the village. There are detailed discussions on agriculture, education, literature and various religious and social customs and practices. Yet after presenting this wealth of information when we come to assess the conclusions that the author tries to arrive at we are disappointed with not what we find there but with what is not there. In fact the information about the society and economy does not get woven into a fabric of
understanding economy and society. The concluding chapter merely summarises the obvious and thus remains at the level of describing economic and social developments and an integration of economy, society and culture is difficult to come by. This is a very major problem that historians need to exercise their minds on as how to transform information about the economy and the society into a socio-economic history. In the works that we have briefly dealt with above we do not find this trend developing and in fact when we do a trend analysis of history writing in the field of economy and society in this region we see that from Gait to Sarma there has not been much change to the approach of analysing historical developments in Assam.

In this context Amalendu Guha’s works on medieval Assam must be mentioned because he sought to develop a model for integrating economic information into an understanding of the state and society in the period. His endeavour, as he states, was to “add certain new dimensions to the stereotyped interpretations of Assam’s past, handed down to us by historians of imperialist and nationalist schools.” In his essays on medieval Assam he has tried to use “the combined method of history” and has tried to understand the dynamics of change in medieval Assam by accepting the concept that “the material conditions of social life” play a predominant role in historical developments in a society. His work therefore presents a model of how economic data can be transformed into economic history by taking a more holistic view of economic and social developments. What he has tried to achieve is perhaps best said in his own words as he puts in the introduction to his collection of essays on Medieval and early colonial Assam. He writes:

“Essentially feudal though, the mode of production that thrived in Medieval Assam sharply contrasted with comparable modes that co-existed elsewhere in India not only in scale but also in quality. The basis of this contrast was not so much in realms of production relations, as in that of the productive forces. Therefore and for other reasons the transition from a pre-modern to modern society was also of a different genre. Colonialism reduced the indigenes (sic) more or less to one dead level and built enclaves of capitalism where they hardly had any place. Neither E.A. Gait, nor S.K. Bhuyan, nor even H.K. Barpujari or Maheswar Neog — all historians
of eminence — could aptly comprehend the process, because of the limitations of their conservative ideology and perspectives. They missed much of the dynamics of the medieval society and of the colonial domination that followed.”

From these ideas reproduced in Guha’s own words one can get a fair impression of what the problems were in the realm of integrating socio-economic data in writing the history of medieval Assam. Guha intervened in this discourse on history and attempted to bring in a new trend in the interpretation of historical data. In this he succeeded to some extent because a number of the younger researchers and scholars did get influenced by his way of looking at developments in Assam and also parts of North East India and perhaps entered into debates with him on various conceptual questions. But owing to the domination of the more orthodox ideas about history in this part of the country and the weaknesses at the level of training on conceptual aspects of history writing in this region Guha’s model has not been able to gain the popularity it should have gained because that model of integration needs very clear understanding of the links between economic structures and social and political structures. For instance in a number of articles published in various publications Romesh Buragohain has sought to focus on the Ahom state formation. In this context he has also taken into consideration the economics of the process and tries to assess the Pyke system’s contribution to the growth of the Ahom state. In fact in his doctoral thesis Buragohain painstakingly shows, by drawing upon examples from other societies, that in the Ahom state too the management of water played an important role in state formation. One can see here that there was an attempt to make a departure from the orthodox dynastic narratives, but the problem that crops up in works such as these is at the level of developing the linkages between political power and the agrarian social structure. Here somehow the dominant conservative trends seem to take the upper hand. There is no doubt however that the exercises carried out by scholars like Buragohain did try to break the earlier predominant views about history writing and economy and society did begin to play an important role in their view of history.

Moving into the last decade of the twentieth century we find encouraging works coming from younger scholars. A mention
must be made here of works like Manoranjan Dutta’s *Asomor Uttar-Madhyaajugat Arthnaitik Uttaran Aru Samantatantrik Sankhalan* \(^57\) (in Assamese), Jahnabi Gogoi (nath)’s *Agrarian System of Medieval Assam* \(^58\) and Sanjeeb Kakoty’s *Technology, Production and Social Formation in the Evolution of the Ahom State*. \(^59\) While Dutta’s work is based primarily on *Buranjis*, a few *caritpathis* and a number of secondary sources Gogoi (Nath) has a rich variety of primary sources, ranging from *Buranjis* to numismatic evidences and sources like *caritpathis* and a wide selection of Persian chronicles and accounts of British officers and other archival sources. Kakoty too uses *Buranjis*, writings of British ethnographers and accounts left behind by officials, and archival sources. Both Dutta and Gogoi (Nath) have tried to reflect on the forces at work in the formation of the Assamese agrarian society. The latter presents a very well evidenced account of land system under the Ahoms, their method of cultivation and the consequent system of revenue administration. There is also an attempt made by her to look into the nature of the Ahom state where she concludes by accepting Amalendu Guha’s view that it was in a “stage of transition from tribalism to feudalism”. \(^60\) But it must be acknowledged here that the external criticism of sources and integration at the level of theoretical frame on issues like debates on production of surplus in the agrarian economy and the resultant spread of Brahmanical practices, the use of force by the Ahom state to popularise the plough-based agrarian economy and the development of feudalism in the Ahom state is perhaps more seriously undertaken by Dutta although his work may be technically less well organised than Gogoi (Nath’s). Kakoty’s work on the other hand while tracing the evolution of the Ahom state through its various stages attempts to integrate the understanding of this evolution by focussing on technology as a means of understanding the socio-economic and political dynamics of change. He provides a very novel insight into the mode of production debate in medieval Assam, a debate which has not really been taken up very seriously in analysing economy and society in North East India.

In addition to these published works younger scholars of the region are gradually taking up interesting areas of study on economy and society in the region but till they become a part of public knowledge through publications it becomes futile to bring them in for assessment here. But one thing becomes apparent from
such on-going works that many of the younger scholars of the entire region are beginning to realise the problems of historiography of the region and are therefore trying to undertake works with some amount of conceptual clarity. After an assessment of the works which have been published and which have made very wide use of Buranjis one can perhaps make this generalisation that most of the scholars have used this source mainly to repeat what is there or sometimes to even glorify a past to which they may have some sentimental attachments. A critical use of this source with corroboration form other sources like inscriptions and even folk traditions, with further enlightenments coming from the theoretical and conceptual orientations of the scholars can definitely yield very useful insights into society and economy of the period.

Moving away from Assam to the other areas of the North East to ascertain what kinds of trends have developed in the study of economy and society of those areas leads us into a very difficult terrain because the dearth of materials to discover any definite trends becomes the first great obstacle. If we begin with the areas which had available written records like the Buranjis as in Manipur and Tripura we find that in the existing works of history there is a very strong tendency to emphasise on political history rather than on economy and society. One of the main reasons for this may be the over dependence on chronicles like the Cheitharol Kumbaba and Ningthourol Lambuba and the Rajmala. For instance, works like J. Gan Choudhury’s A political History of Tripura, and The Riangs of Tripura or N.R. Roy Choudhury’s, Tripura Through the Ages can throw but little insight into economy and society of the times although Roy Choudhury did include some information of socio-economic conditions. Most of the existing published works on Tripura follow the same orthodox patterns of history writing as we had discussed in the case of Assam and these works remain at the level of dynastic narratives mainly because of heavy and basically unimaginative use of the Rajmala. In this connection we have discussed above how the Rajmala can also provide us with the kind of information that is necessary to construct a history of Tripura which can incorporate an integration of economic, social and political developments. While looking into the writings on Tripura we find quite a few works which deal with the varied tribal groups of the state. But these works also mostly remain
at the level of descriptive narratives and therefore although information may be found in these works on the economic and social dimensions of the society of the different tribes yet we cannot really find in them any new trend of an integrated presentation of society and economy. A situation similar to the Historiographic trends in Tripura seems to get repeated in the case of Manipur also. Manipuri scholars have produced works on history of Manipur both in English and the vernacular. There are general historical overviews like those written by W. Ibohal Singh or works focussing on religion and culture like that of Chander S. Panchani. There is also a collection of papers to be found in a work edited by N. Sanajaoba some of which relate to the period between the 13th and 18th centuries. In this collection of essays too there is not much that can help us to appreciate the fact that there is a consciousness developing about an alternative perspective to the concept of history. It can be safely reiterated therefore that in the period under discussion because of the ideological preferences of the historians and the lack of a serious academic debate on the issues of conceptualisation of history the works of most of the scholars remain at the level of descriptions and issues like the economy influencing other historical processes has not become a very popular theme. In fact it is rather unfortunate that in addition to an uncritical dependence on works like the Cheitharol Kumbaba the writings of British ethnographers like Hodson still continue to be a very uncritically referred work on the History of Manipur. The problem here too is therefore that there is an overdependence on official texts and a tendency to accept them without corroborating them with other historical evidences. This is a problem of historical methods which requires serious attention from all scholars.

Trying to assess works on economy and society of the Khasi-Jaintia, Garo, Naga, and Mizo communities and the numerous communities inhabiting Arunachal Pradesh in the period between the 13th and the 18th century can be a frustrating task because these aspects have not really found much space in the existing works of history of these communities. It is not that works in English and also the vernacular are not there on aspects of history of the Khasi-Jaintia and the Garo societies or on the Mizo and Naga societies and of quite recent nature on the history of Arunachal Pradesh. But most of these works travel through the well beaten
path of descriptive narratives with a very trusting dependence on the accounts of the early British officers and ethnographers. The other problem is that almost all the existing works focus primarily on the developments during the colonial period with of course an introductory chapter or two on the “traditional” society before the coming of the British. But these sections do not move much beyond descriptions and the information in these descriptions has rarely gone beyond the information available in the writings of British ethnographers and travellers. Gurdon, Playfair, Hutton, McCall and Shakespeare are amongst some of the most widely used sources for information. But what is needed is developing a concept of history which goes beyond information and description and tries to analyse the existing data on economy and society in a manner which can reflect upon stages of development and socio-economic formations. Such reflections would also bring some important conceptual issues into the gamut of discussions on history writing in North East India. The first issue of course would be the necessity of breaking away from the very conservative and orthodox ideas of history which even now seem to be the predominant understanding of history in this region. It is only when new paths are broken in the perceptions of history that trends would evolve in the study of economy and society in the region which would be able to draw the kind of generalisations relating to the relations between the socio-political institutions and the productive forces in a society as discussed in the first part of this writing. From our discussions above it becomes clear that such trends are either non-existent or beginning to emerge only in the peripheries of what is predominantly considered to be history here. Integrated studies of economy, society and polity need to occupy centre stage in history writing for history to remain relevant as a social science discipline. The other important issues which would also then begin to figure in academic discourses would relate to periodisation and dating of developments in North East India. Periodisation of the historical developments in North East India in general and the hill areas in particular have to be viewed in a slightly different context from many of the surrounding areas. As we have discussed in details elsewhere if one were to conceptualise the term periodisation then the question would definitely arise whether the period called medieval for the rest of India is also applicable to all the societies of the North East. “Mere
use of dates is not periodisation. When James Mill introduced the idea of dividing Indian historical developments into Hindu, Muslim and British he had in mind only dynastic changes. But today we cannot still contribute to those ideas. Periodisation in history needs to be viewed as the development of the various forms of property, property relations and division of labour, in short, a process of the development of material forces in the society and the resultant organisation of a civil society. As Marx had written that the period of history referred to as ancient "corresponds to the undeveloped stage of production, at which people live by hunting and fishing, by cattle raising or at most by agriculture." Such a phase of development would therefore also see a division of labour broken at a very low level. This phase would gradually lead to the emergence of ancient and state property. From this phase would develop other forms of property and resultant social relations which would transform society to another stage of development. Now these are phases of development which cannot happen uniformly anywhere, at least not in a diverse country like India. Thus the level of development existing, for instance, in Bengal or Oudh, which has been periodised as medieval, may not have existed in many of the communities of the North Eastern States particularly in the hills. Such a level of development might have taken place much later or may not have taken place at all because of the advent of colonialism. Even within the region different societies might have had different levels of development within a given time frame. Under these conditions it is only pertinent that historians of the North east should give more thought to the question of periodisation which would automatically require a very thorough understanding of economy and society of the concerned areas. It is perhaps unfortunate that questions such as these have not found a place for discussion in a majority of the existing works. In fact there has not been a proper debate on the forms of property relations in the societies of north east India. Such academic exercises have not become the rule because of the prevailing theoretical lacuna in historical researches. The encouraging scenario is that many of the younger scholars who are pursuing or those who have completed their doctoral works seem to be becoming more aware of some of these problems. Those who are still working will of course require sound training and those who have written works integrating the process of
economic transformation with socio-political changes need to get their works published so that their researches become a part of public knowledge. When more and more works come to be produced which take the debates on perspectives of history and periodisation etc. seriously and thus move away from the dominant trends of history writing that exist today in North East India than perhaps a more fruitful discussion on trends of writing on economy and society could be undertaken.
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